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“By the way, what’s the size of that revenge Hydra organization.

They’ve been together for so long, why haven’t they seen any

movement? They’re not looking for revenge on Hydra!”

Ye Junlin suddenly remembered this organization that was in the same

camp as him.

“I don’t know! They have no news.”

On the island of the revenge Hydra organization, there is a

disagreement at this moment.

Because the entire organization’s goal now is to stop Junjun from

detoxifying at all costs.

So they dispatched killers to get rid of the people who received the

bounty orders.

Cooperate with Hydra and mysterious forces invisibly.

They are still increasing their efforts.

As a result, some people will not agree.

The original intention and purpose of their joining this block is to

avenge Hydra.

But until now, this organization has not mentioned the matter of

revenge Hydra at all.

However, when the organization was first established, it sent people

out to assassinate the Hydra people.

But not at all now.

Such action was never organized again.

No one even mentioned the matter of revenge Hydra.

Several leaders of this organization are now thinking about resources,

how to strengthen themselves, how to make this organization strong,

how to create more gods, and how to get more Avengers to join!

All for their own benefit.

Most people become tools!

That’s all there is to it now.

As for the revenge Hydra, they all forgot about it.

Can’t remember at all.

Can!

You need resources, you need gods, and you need to keep

strengthening this organization.

These are all possible!

Because Hydra is powerful.

It will be very difficult to get rid of the Hydra!

Must have a strong strength as a backing!

So be patient, and be strong.

These are understandable.

But what is incomprehensible is that instead of mentioning revenge,

they are now teaming up with Hydra.

It was his fault that Ye Junlin did not join their organization and did

not dare to take revenge on Hydra.

For her daughter, it is understandable not to let her detoxify.

After all, I have to teach Ye Junlin a lesson.

But it is not suitable to join forces with Hydra.

Of the more than 100,000 people in this organization, which one

doesn’t have a bloody feud with Hydra?

Parents were killed, grandparents were pulled for experiments, and

even entire families were slaughtered.

All kinds of hatred abound.

There is only hatred you can’t think of, there’s nothing Hydra can’t do.

As soon as everyone heard the Hydra, they gnashed their teeth, wishing

they could cut the Hydra into pieces.

It’s a group of people that come together.

But now, most people seem to face it calmly.

Not to mention Hydra.

Not to mention hatred.

Some people even mentioned Hydra, but everyone was indifferent and

seemed to accept it.

But the most incomprehensible thing is to join forces with the

monstrous Hydra.

This makes some people who are bent on revenge simply cannot

understand!

So they made their comments.

“We have no opinion on Ye Junlin! But we don’t allow everyone to join

forces with Hydra!”

“Even if it is an invisible alliance, this is not allowed! Can you bear it?”

“To join forces with your enemies who have a deep blood feud?”

…

Sure enough, this part of people raised this question.

Shocking for others!

No matter how much they forget and accept, the blood feud with

Hydra will always exist!

When someone mentioned it, they still hated it.

One by one fell silent.

No matter how you say it, you can’t join forces with the enemy.

Any kind of collaboration will not work!

This is absolutely impossible.

But anyone with a backbone can never accept this.

At this time, those who had invited Ye Junlin to join began to refute…
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